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___b__ 1. An Internet meme is a kind of meme that goes viral via the Internet for ____ purposes.  

A. legendary    B. comedic  C. aggressive   D. private   

___ a __ 2. The term, meme, abounds ______ cultural jokes through captioned photos and video sharing.   

A. with    B. in      C.  of  D. to  

__d___ 3. He was glowing with ______ after being accused of incompetent at work. 

A. joy  B. happiness  C. acquirement  D. rage  

__b___ 4. Are the temperatures given_____ Celsius or Fahrenheit? 

A. to    B. in        C. at       D. of     

__b___ 5. To some _______, she was responsible for the divorce.  

A. conservation    B. extent    C. question   D. curry   

___c__ 6. She's a _________ teacher, always being responsible.  

A. questionable B. terrible      C. demanding    D. malicious   

___a__ 7. The equivalent of French expression ‘Bon Voyage’ in English is ‘_______.’.  

A. farewell     B. compensation   C.  floor   D.  complication    

___b__ 8. Expanding the cycling lanes and setting up wider and newer cycle routes can _______ more bicycles.  

A. shake    B. accommodate    C.  exclude  D. dilute   

___b__ 9. The city of Utrecht convert roads into pure cycle roads where cyclists have the _______ of way.  

A. lane      B. right      C. line      D. left   

___a__ 10. They widen existing cycle ______ to reduce traffic during rush hour.  

A. tracks       B. blocks     C. factories     D. parts    

___d__ 11. Imaging yourself _______ on a city planner. This might be the future.  

A. binding        B. weeping      C. founding      D. working  

___a__ 12. Have you done anything that was not ______ your best interest.     

A. in    B. of  C. at  D. to    

___b__ 13. The superlative of civilized is _______.    

A. more civilized    B. most civilized  C. to civilize  D. civilizing   

___a__ 14. _______ or not we go to Paris for our anniversary depends on the weather.    

       A. Whether     B. How    C. What   D. Where  

___c__ 15. His appalling and threatening behavior began to _____ on my nerves.       

A. take     B. shoot     C. get D. do    

___a__ 16. Being alone is definitely _______ to hanging out with someone you don't like. A. preferable       

B. able      C. hard     D. poor  

____a_ 17. Any public ________ of this information would taint the company’s reputation.  

A. disclosure      B. composure     C. agenda      D. legacy 

___b__ 18.  Jane’s latest book is about _______ eating disorder.  

A. inclusive     B. compulsive      C. decisive      D. aggressive 

 __a__19. Yann Martel's Life of Pi is _____ a sixteen-year-old Indian boy seeking the meaning of religion. 

A. about  B.  of  C. with   D.  for      

___a__ 20. Life of Pi is a 2012 American ______ drama film based on Yann Martel's 2001 novel. 

A. adventure     B.  whodonit  C. horror  D.  Sci-Fi           背面尚有試題  
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___a_ 21. He got _______ in the middle of the Pacific after a cargo ship failed to save his life. 

A. stranded   B. wrapped    C.  questioned         D. carried   

___b__ 22. The story really _______ the readers' suspension of disbelief. 

A. cuts     B.  stretches   C.  takes   D. comes    

___b__ 23. A dystopia usually follows a disaster or war that follows environmental _______.   

A. sustainability   B. catastrophes  C. protection  D. purchase  

__ d___ 24.  When things look black, there is always a ______ lining.”      

A. red     B. yellow     C. blue  D. silver    

___c__ 25. If there’s no conflict, there are no stories worth _______– or reading! 

A. what tells      B. to tell      C. telling     D. tell   

___a__ 26.The boiling point is the temperature _____ which a liquid begins to boil.  

A. at  B.  of  C. with   D. for      

___c__ 27. I didn’t see any policeman here and I think something ______ is going on.  

A. grumpy  B.catchy   C. fishy    d) foolish   

___c__ 28. Why do environmentalists fight _____ deforestation? 

A.  to     B. in      C. for      D. of   

___b__ 29.  The term “meme” was_______ by Richard Dawkins, a biologist. 

A. damaged   B. coined  C. bought    D. purchased  

___d__ 30.  If you multiply 3 ____ 2 you get 6. 

A. at      B. to    C. of   D. by   

___c__ 31. The coronavirus is mutating and is _______ to certain drugs. 

A. hit     B. hidden     C. resistant  D. refrained    

___a__ 32. His condescending attitude _______ all his friends. (Odd one out) 

A. pleased     B. offended     C. annoyed     D. upset 

___d__ 33. With a bucket of paint and a brush, Tom started ________ the fence. 

A. brainstorming       B. sitting     C. getting       D. whitewashing    

___d__ 34. Back a few years ago, wearing ripped jeans was a _____.  

A. shape     B. form      C. rule     D. fad   

___d___35. Which of the following is NOT caused by stress? 

A. anxiety     B. eating disorder  C. depression   D. Covid-19    

___a__36. Our body judges a situation and decides  ____ or not it is stressful.  

A. whether   B.  if  C. how  D.  when  

____b__37. The _______ of the Shrew is a comedy written by William Shakespeare. 

A. Tinting  B.  Taming      C.  Tainting    D. Tongue    

___d___38. The doctor put drops of Mydriatic in my eyes to _____ the pupils.  

A. energize    B.  gnash     c) roll    d) dilate      

___b___ 39. The following article is _______ from sources on Nature Magazine.   

A. applied    B. excerpted  C. expired  D. afforded   

___b____40.  The teenager seemed to be utterly ______ to his father’s anger. 

      A. sustainable   B. indifferent  C. abnormal  D. pleased 
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